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Intergoyernmental Transfers. Wages and 

Employment in the Prívate and Public Sectors1 

I. I nt roduct ion 

Osvaldo H. Schenone 

Universidad de San Andrés 

Spring 1996 

This papar is concerned with the effects of fiscal transfers 

between jurisdictions upon wages and the allocation of labor in the 

prívate and public sectors in each jurisdiction. Such transfers are 

assumed to finance public employment in the receiving jurisdiction. 

To highlight the effects on the allocation of employment, it 

will be assumed that public expenditure in each jurisdiction 

consists only of employment to produce a public good, available to 

the prívate sector at zero marginal cost, which in turn increases 

the productivity of labor in the prívate sector within the 

respective jurisdiction2. This productiva role of governments 

fol lows R. Findlay's hypothesis " ... that publ ic expenditure on 

public goods --administration, law and order, roads, justice, and 

so on - - acts as an externality to prívate economic activities, 

Comments by P. Beker are gratefully acknowledged. 

The public sector is viewed asan entity which bids away 
labor from the prívate sector and, in return, gives back a public 
good which increases the productivity of the workers left in the 
prívate sector . This view may be consistent with the "safety net" 
approach to public employment, if on~ is preparad to argue that the 
prevention of social disruption increases the productivity of the 
labor left to work in the prívate sector. 



., 

enhancing the private outputs from private inputs." (Findlay, 

1991). 

One jurisdiction is assumed to receive from the other a fixed 

amount to be spent on public employment without imposing any tax on 

its own residents. For convenience, this jurisdiction might be 

called "poor". 

The other jurisdiction is assumed to collect enough tax 

revenues to perform the transfer and to hire workers to produce its 

own public good. Such revenue is collected by taxing employment in 

the private sector . Accordingly, this jurisdiction might be callad 
11 ri ch". 

It will also be assumed that the wage (both public and 

prívate) in the rich jurisdiction affects positively the 

productivity of private employment in the poor jurisdiction. This 

assumption creates a trade off for the poor jurisdiction3: The cost 

of getting higher transfers is, ceteris paribus, the reduction in 

the wage in the rich jurisdiction, hence a reduction in its own 

prívate labor's productivity. 

Labor is not mobile accross jurisdictions but it is mobile 

This assumption also conveys the idea that the 
prosperity of the rich jurisdiction spills ovar to the prívate 
sector ln the poor one. One can think of this as a consequence of 
the residents in the rich jurisdiction being the bulk of the 
customers of the prívate sector in the poor jurisdiction. 
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between the private and public sectors in each jurisdiction. Labor 

supply in each one is given independently of the wage rate in the 

respective jurisdiction. 

This setup re·sembles the situation of several provincial 

governments in Argentina whose revenues are essentially transfers 

from other provinces and the expenses consists mainly of wages. At 

the same time the fortunes of the prívate sector in such provinces 

depend ultimately on the well being of the transfer- paying 

jurisdictions. 

The quest i ons to be answe red are: What are t he ef f ect s on 

wages, t he quant i t y of t he pub 1 i c good, and emp l oyment in each 

sector in each jurisdiction of increasing the taxes raised in the 

rich jurisdiction, holding the transfers constant ? What are the 

effects on the sama variables of increasing the transfers to the 

poo r jurisdiction holding the taxes imposed by the rich 

jurisdiction constant ? 

To ask the questions in a more policy orientad fashion, does 

the creation of public jobs in one jurisdiction promote more or 

less public employment in the other? What about private employment 

in each jurisdiction ? Do additional transfers to the poor 

jurisdiction increase the wage rate in such jurisdiction? Does a 

policy which increases wages in one jurisdiction also increases (or 

decreases) wages in the other jurisdiction? 

3 



The answers to these questions will, obviously, depend on the 

conditions under which these changas take place, and the paper 

explores the results corresponding to several alternativas. A basic 

mode 1 is present ed in t he next sect ion. The modal is expended in 

section III by explicitely assuming a policy maker's objective 

function that depends positively on public employment in each 

jurisdiction. 

II. A simple model 

The labor market equilibrium in the rich jurisdiction requires 

the marginal productivity of labor in the prívate sector, FL, to be 

equal to the take home wage, w, plus the tax on private employment, 

T. 

( 1 ) 

where LP represents the number of workers employed in the private 

sector and X stands for the quantity of the public good produced in 

the rich jurisdiction. It will be assumed that the signs of the 

derivativas, FLL and FLX, are negativa and positiva respectively. 

The total labor available in the rich jurisdiction, L, is 

allocated between private and public employment, Le. Accordingly, 

( 2) Lp + L G - L = O. 

Tax revenue, T LP, is spent on (a) hi ring labor to produce X 

or (b) making transfers to the poor jurisdiction, where the 

4 



resources are spent on hiring labor in the quantity NG at the wage 

rate w*. Thus, 

( 3 ) 

The pub 1 i e good X is produced accord i ng to t he product ion 

function 

l""l ( 4) 

! with G', the first derivativa of the function G, positiva. 

In the poor jurisdiction the marginal productivity of labor in 

the private sector, AH, equals the take home wage rata as no taxes 

are imposed. It is further assumed that AH depends positively on w, 

a proxi for prosperity in the rich jurisdiction. Accordingly, 

(5) 

where NP stands for the quantity of labor employed in the private 

sector in the poor jurisdiction and Y represents the quantity of 

the public good produced in the poor jurisdiction. The signs of the 

derivativas of the function AH are assumed to be 

RNH < o; RHY > o; and RHII >O. 

The total supply of labor is N, so that 

( 6 ) Np + NG - N = O • 

The total resources available to spent on public employment, 

K, is given. Hence, 

( 7) W* NG - K = O. 
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The production of the publ ic good takes place according to the 

production function 

(8) 

with S', the fir s t derivativa of the function s, positiva. 

Replacing equations (2) and (4) into (1), and equations (6) 

and (8) into (5) gives a system of four equations in four unknowns, 

G L , w, 

( 9 ) Fl(L-LG, G(LG)) - T - w = o, 

( 1 O) LG w + NG w• - T(L- LG) = O, 

( 11) RH ( N- NG, S ( NG) , w) - w• = O, 

( 1 2) w• NG - 1( = o. 

The determinant of first derivativas of the system above, A, 

is pos it i ve: 

A=( -Fll+FLX G') {NG( - RHH+RHYs, )+w*} LG + (w+T) {NG(-RHH+RHYs, )+w*} > o. 

Hence, by virtue of the impl1cit funct1on theorem, the values 

of the variables that sat isfy equations (9) to (12) can be written 

as follows 

( 9' ) 

( 1 O' ) 

( 1 1 ' ) 

( 1 2 ' ) 

w = w (T, K) 

NG = NG ( T, K) 

w• = w• (T, K) . 

Having set the scenario, it is now possible to look for the 

answers to the questions set out at the beginning of the papar. 
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The effects of increasing taxes 

holding transfers constant 

If the rich jurisdiction increases its taxes without changing 

the transfers to the poor jurisdiction, public employment and the 

quantity produced of the public good nre bound to raise in the rich 

jurisdiction. Thus private employment has to yield, which it does 

under the influence of ~igher taxation. 

( 1 3) 

ax/oT-G1 
~/ >o 

The take home wage rata, however, may go up or down, and the 

reason is that several forces are operating in possibly opposite 

directions: While the increased quantity of the public good (made 

available by the correspondingly higher public employment) 

increases the prívate demand for labor, the increased tax rata 

reduces the qu~ntity privately demanded of labor. The net result 

may be either a positive ora negativa excess demand for labor at 

the previously prevailing w; the overall effect on the take home 

wage is ambiguous. 
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Since the first bracket in equation (14) is unambiguously 

positive, the ambiguity in the sign of such equation s tems from the 

second bracl<et which can be positiva or negativa. It will be 

negativa; that is, the take home wage will fall as a consequence of 

the higher taxation, if and only if 

O< - Ell + ELX (Lp G'/G) = 13 < 1, 

where ELL and ELx stand for the elasticities of the marginal 

productivity of labor with respect to the quantity of labor and the 

quantity of the public good, respectively. 

The ambiguity is not only dueto the effect of the pub1ic good 

upon t he demand for labor: Even i f FLX was zero ( hence ELX = o), 13 

can still be greater or smaller than one depending on the wage 

elasticity of the demand for labor. An elasticity lower than one 

wil1 entail 13 > 1 so that w can rise in response to higher taxation 

even if there was no effect of the public good upon the demand for 

labor. 4 

Accordingly, the prosperity spillover effect on the 

productivity of prívate labor in the poor jurisdiction is also 

ambiguous, so that private and public employment there can remain 

constant or move in either direction, and so can the wage rata, 

The reason for this result is that a sufficiently 
inelastic prívate demand for labor may allow the government to 
collect enough revenue to increase its labor force by more than the 
cor respQnd i ng reduct ion . in pr i vat ~ emp 1 oyment . Thus an excess 
demand for labor at the originally prevailing take home wage will 
arise and w will quite naturally go up. 

8 



despite the fact that the transfers remain unchanged. Of course, 

t he changas in t he wage rnt e are i nverse l y proport; ona l to t he 

changas in public employment, so that the government budget 

constraint is satisfied5. 

( 1 5) 

The expression above is positiva if '3 < 1; that is, publ ic 

employment in the poor jurisdiction will automatically raise (and 

private employment will fall accordingly) if the take home wage in 

the rich jurisdiction falls as a consequence of higher taxation and 

vice versa. Under these circumstances the wage rate in the poor 

jurisdiction goes down too: 

( 1 6) 

This is clearly negativa if '3 < 1 and vice versa; that is, the 

wage rate in the poor jurisdiction and the take home wage rata in 

the rich jurisdiction move together when taxation changas, ceteris 

paribus. 

To summarize: The effects of this policy are to raise public 

5 

(16) that 
This can be verified by noting from equations (15) and 

_!_aN ª / ar--..:!....aw• / ar 
Nº w• 
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1. 

employment in both jurisdictions and reduce wages everywhere (if 

P<1) or, alternatively, to raise wages everywhere and reduce public 

employment in the poor jurisdiction (if p > 1). 

The effects of increasing transfers 

holding taxes constant 

If the transfers to the poor jurisdiction are increased 

without increasing the tax rate, less resources will be left to the 

government of the rich jurisdiction. Consequently, public 

employment and the quantity produced of the public good are bound 

to fall in the rich jurisdiction, as indicated by equation (17). 

Both of these results will, in turn, yield an excess supply of 

labor at the previously prevailing wage rate. Hence the take home 

wage will fall as indicated by equation (18) and prívate employment 

will raise in the rich jurisdiction. 

( 1 7 ) 

éJX/oK-G1oL º/oK<O 

( 18) 

é)L P/iJK--éJL º/fJK>O 

10 



The arrival of additional resources to the poor jurisdiction 

will get immediately translated into higher public employment as 

indicated by equation (19), hence higher production of the public 

good and less private employment . 

( 1 9) 

oY/oK- S1iJNº/iJK>O 

iJNP/iJK--<JNº/iJK<O 
A quest ion, however, ar i ses about t he wage rat e. An excess 

demand for labor may not develop despite the increase in public 

employment, as prívate labor productivity has been enhanced by the 

greater availability of the public good and, at the same time, has 

been discouraged by the reduction in w; that is, by the prosperity 

spillover effect in reverse. Thus the wage rate in the poor 

jurisdiction may go up or down as a result of receiving additional 

transfers, as indicated _by equation (20). 

Unlike the previous case, public employment in bot h 

jurisdictions can nevar changa in the same direction and wages in 

both jurisdictions may changa in opposite directions, as a 

consequence of changing the amount of transfers ceteris paribus. 

1 1 



III. A policy maker's optimization modal 

The sub j ect of t he preced i ng sect 1 on was t he response of 

public employment in each jurisdiction to changas of T and K that 

simply tool< place, not being a consequence of the maxirnizing 

behaviour of a policy maker. This section explores the response of 

the sama variables when they are constrained to maximiza the policy 

maker's objective function in addition to the constraints imposed 

by equations (9) to (12°). 

This section will consider a policy maker whose objective 

function, U, depends positively on public employment in each 

jurisdiction or, equivalently, on the production of the publ ic good 

in each jurisdiction. Hence, the policy maker is assumed to 

Max U ( L G, NG) , 

subject to the restrictions given by equations (9) to (12) which, 

in turn, can be written as follows: From equations (9), (10) and 

( 1 2) , 

( 21 ) 

and f rom equat i ons ( 11 ) and ( 12): 

(22) 

where, of course, the functions Fl and RH are defined by equations 

(1) and (5) respectively. 

Let UL and UH be the policy maker's marginal utilities of LG 

and Ne· r·espectively. The first order conditions for this problem 

12 



are given by equations (21) to (24): 

(23) 

(24) 

O = UL .- l1 [FL + LG(-FLL+FLX G' )] - l2 RH•( - FLL+FLX G') 

O = UH - l2 [ -RHH + RHY S, + K/ ( NG) 2] 

This is a system of four equations in four variables (LG, NG, 

A1 and A2) and two parameters (T and K), where the lambdas are the 

Lagrange multipliers associated with restrictions (21) and (22). 

The determinant of first derivativas of the system above, A, 

is positiva: 

A = [Fl + LG(-Fll+FLX G' )] [-RHH + RHY S' + K/(NG)2]3 > o. 

Hence, equations (21) to (24) yield the optimal values of LG and NG 

as functions of T and K, 0LG = ºLª (T, K) and 0NG = ºNª (T, K) 

respectively . 

The policy maker's choice of T and K comes from ma x imizing the 

indirect utility function 

U ( ºL G ( T , K ) , ºNG ( T , K ) ) = V ( T , K ) . 

The optimal value s of T and K are thos e which satisfy: 

(25) 

where the partial derivativas must be calculated from equations 

(21) ~o (24). These derivativas may not be the same as those 

calculated from equations (9) to (12) in section II, because an 

13 



additional constraint is now being introduced; namely, that the 

val ues of LG and NG are optima 11 y chosen. 

The effects of increasing transfers 

holding taxes constant 

The signs of the derivativas of the right hand sida of 

equation (25) are now studied. 

(26) 

As in the preceding section, increasing transfers holding T 

constant increases public employment in the poor jurisdiction and 

decreases it in the rich one. 

The fall in LG implies an increase in LP anda fall in X=G(LG). 

This, in turn, means that there will be an excess supply of labor 

at the previously prevailing wage rate. Hence the take home wage 

rata in the rich jurisdiction, w, will fall if a maximizing policy 

maker increases K holding T constant. 

· T h i s res u 1t w i. l 1 gen e r a t e a pros pe r it y s p 11 l ove r e f f e et i n 

reverse which reduces the marginal productivity of labor in the 

poor jurisdiction, contrary to the consequences of both the 

increáse in Y=S(NG) and the reduct-ion in NP. The net outcome is 

14 



ambiguous, and the marginal productivity of labor, hence the wage 

rata W*, may risa or fall in the poor jurisdiction. 

Therefore the take home wage rata will unambiguously fall in 

the rich jurisdiction, and it may even fall everywhere if a 

maximizing policy maker increases K holding T constant. 

The effects of increasing taxes 

holding transfers constant 

The signs of the derivativas on the left hand side of equation 

(25) are now studied. 

As in the preceding section, increasing taxes holding K 

constant unambiguously increases LG and has an ambiguous effect on 

Ne. The latter is positiva if J3 < 1 and vice versa. 6 Unlike the 

previous section, however, this ambiguity can be solved by using 

equation (25). Since its right hand sida is unambiguously negativa 

and o0LG/oT > O, it therefore follows that o0NG/oT <O.A maximizing 

policy maker could not be in equilibrium if it were still feasible, 

by changing the parameters at his disposal, to increase both LG and 

o· The absoluta values of these effects are, however, not 
the sama as in the preceding section. 

1 5 



NG he ne e t o f u r t he r i ne re as e U . 7 

A fall in NG must be accompanied by (1) an increase in w* (to 

satisfy the condition NG W* = K, which is held constant); (2) an 

increase in NP for the total labor supply is constant in each 

jurisdiction; and (3) a fall in Y=S(NG). The only conceivable way 

all these changas can take place satisfying equation (5) at the 

sama ti me is by hav i ng an i ne reas e in w and t he cor respond i ng 

prosperity spillover effect . 

Hence, an increase in T holding K constant by a maximizing 

policy maker will increase wages everywhere, reduce public 

employment in the poor jurisdiction and increase it in the rich 

one. 

1· . That is, a maximi\ing po1i ,cy maker will be in equilibrium 
by choosing the values of L and N such that p > 1. 

1 6 
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